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Just another diabetic
Rubayet Arefin

O what can ail thee, Med-student-at-arms
Alone and palely loitering?
It is now 1:00pm at the geriatrics ward
Smelling of urinary incontinence

My face remains dry
It just happens to be raining on a sunny day
Sorrow is not the legacy I wish to impart
As the clinks of whisky echo through the quiet room

O what can ail thee, Med-student-at-arms
So haggard and so woebegone?
Your body is strong
Yet your spirit is weak

I see pale warriors
My brothers and my men at arms
They cried —
 “La Belle Dame sans Merci
Thee hath in thrall”

I see ulcers on thy leg
With hopeful sorrow and reluctant pride
The time has come
Forego your pride

They talk to me now, not in third-person of course
The glasses are a sign that I am not insane
Stand up Med-student for now is not the time to rest
If hell awaits me, I have no regrets

I met him on the ward
What happened — a faery’s child
His face was Parkinsonian but his smile was Angelman
Flowers were by his bed

Can you understand that?
The house officer continues on
The registrar continues on
The consultant continues on
Perhaps then I can rest

Now I stand growing flowers of the strongest
Roses with the prick of the gab
He looked at me as he did understand
The pain of the strongest
Stand up Amputee!
The way I remember you
This is the language of the defeated
If only our roles were reversed, you would say there is no meaning…
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For my starved hunger I fast
Be patient
Be patient
Flowers take time to grow
And this is why I sojourn here
Alone and palely loitering
It is now 1:00pm on the geriatrics ward
Smelling of urinary incontinence
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